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Abstract

The aim of this project is making Conservation Area Hierarchy in the Meiron Mountains
Reservation, By Way of GIS.
The reservation’s flora cover goes under different evaluation processes. Some methods of
conservation area hierarchy making were tested.
Spatial data as: hydrology, landmarks etc., joined into the evaluation process at the next
step.
The motivation is to classify three types of development policy: (1) Area that contain high
sensitivity natural values; (2) area with a mediocre sensitivity; (3) area with no infrequent
natural values, and therefore can be developed, according with the region's requirements,
and the determination of its planning committee

Methods

In the analysis phase, a decision-making process will be performed regarding the
conservation values of the various plant elements in the reservation. To this purpose a
model will be built for creating weighted assessments of natural values. The setting and
establishing of the natural influences will be performed by spatial analysis.  The entire
work was made from environmental point of view. Meaning, that the natural values, in
general, and the flora data, in private, in the researched area, were the main basis and were
the dominant in the assessment model.

Because the most outstanding character of the “Har-Meiron” reservation is its flora
diversity [Dror, 1985] and the vast area covered with it, the basic layer on which the
evaluation model based on is the flora layer.

This layer is originated in the ROTEM (Information Center of the Plants of Israel)
data, which contains location data and other data of about 26,173 particulars pertinent to
the 966 species of plants in the region of the researched area. Today, this is the most
affluent data reservoir for plants and flora in the country. The information accumulated in
it, was gathered over decades by a botanic experts and field people all over the country.
This layer expresses the jurisdiction approach of the experts, which manifests in the
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scarceness data and the reservation of flora and plant, set by experts for each and every
species in the researched area

At ROTEM, a system developed, enabling ranking of rare plants and endangered
species of plants by a small number of parameters combined into one quantitative index
called: ”The red number” [Shmida, 2000].  The red number of every plant enables a
comparison between the plant and other plants and to rank in a quantitative manner the
importance of nature conservation.

The great majority of the species in the researched area are not considered to be red
species. As a result, it was determined in this research to give it a conservation factor based
on two variables from the ROTEM table that will be described in detail further on. The
first, the scarceness index which is determined by the quantity of particulars of a certain
species in the researched area. The second, the attractiveness index based on the
experience of researches and field people in the work area.

In order to differentiate the red species based on ROTEM, and “the red number“
factor determined in this research, the values of the red number were multiplied by 10 (for
instance, species with red number value of originally 9, becomes 90) and the range of the
scarceness index suggested ranges from 1 to 9.

The value assigned to each of the species in the various layers in determined by the
following parameters:

 • Rarity:
Value of 10: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 31 – 110
Value of 20: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 11 – 30
Value of 30: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 5 – 10
Value of 40: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 3 – 4
Value of 50: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 2
Value of 60: the Number of sites where the plant was found is 1

 • Vulnerability: Obliteration measure and natural habitat vulnerability
    (include damage recapitulation in the past and future appraisal damage)
Value of 10: Slight Vulnerability, obliteration measure between 1-30% from all sites,
since 1960.
Value of 20: Mediocre Vulnerability, obliteration measure between 31-50% from all
sites, since 1960.
Value of 30: Mortal Vulnerability, obliteration measure between 51-80% from all sites,
since 1960.
Value of 40: Infinite Vulnerability, obliteration measure above 81 from all sites, since
1960

 • Attractiveness: mainly plucking or divultion probability but also, probability
for destroying all plants and trees for grazing and combustion.
Value of 10: Slight Attractiveness, 1-2 cm colorful flower
Value of 20: Mediocre Attractiveness, 2-3 cm colorful flower
Value of 30: Much Attractiveness, above 3 cm colorful flower or much colorfulness
multiple flowers inflorescence



Value of 40: Exploitation. Plant collection for Use or commercial like medicine,
condiment and eating.

 • Endemic:
Value of 10 - The Israeli plant habitancy, constitutes endemic sub-species.
Value of 20 - Levant Endemic. Israel- Syria up to south Turkey or Israel - Egypt
Value of 30 - Sub-endemic: Endemic to the coastal plane, up to Beirut in Lebanon or
El-Arish in Egypt, Or Endemic to Israel and Jordan or to the Negev and Sinai.
Value of 40 - Endemic exclusively in Israel.

 • Peripheriality
Value of 10: As the plant Habitancy, which grows in Israel, located at his geographic
prevalence margin.

 • Episodic
Determined as species that was collected in Israel in no more than 3 sites or occasions
during the last 150 years.

 • Redplant
All criterions value Amount, for each plant

A buffer range for conservation is determined to each species. Because no expert
can point out, naturally, an optimal range needed to protect a certain species, it was
established, After consulting with a few experts, about certain distances determined
according to the type of flora (Planerophyte, annual, perennial ext.) and the species red
number.
To that colon layer a table is connected, and used as a catalogue in which a few properties
for every species in the layer are defined. Among those are type of flora (Planerophyte,
annual, perennial ext.) and the number of particulars in the layer. Additionally, this layer
includes the “red plants” data. These are the plants defined by Professor Avi Shmida
[2000] of ROTEM, as high sensitivity ones. In this layer there are actually two tables: one
is the “info” table of the layer, in which all the particles of the layer, including their
coordinates, are designated. The second table is used as a catalogue table designating only
the names of the species and other values, used for determining the sensitivity evaluation.

This application is based mainly on the sensitivity evaluation of the field
considering the main botanical nature values in the researched area. At the base of the
application, the determination of buffer zones ranked from the location of the natural
values according to the type of the particular and its sensitivity level. This method has been
used in the flora layer, containing the type of the particular, its gender and red number of
each and every one of the species.

The cover is consisted of three tables:
1. Particulars plants location table, containing the fields: X, Y, Plant_name
2. Type table, containing the fields: Plant_name, Type, Red_num
3. Distance table, containing the fields: Type, red_num, distance
The particulars table and the Type table were combined into one table in which every
particular received the type of flora and its red number. The buffer zones around the flora
particulars were created as a function of the flora type and its red number. According to



those parameters the conservation range was also determined. On executing this algorithm
on the flora layer, a buffer was created around the particular, and all the pixels (area cells
sized 5X5 meters) in this area receives the red number value of the particular. The
conservation sensitivity will be as high as the value. The work on the flora data was
consisted of a few work and analysis stages in two different buffer range levels. The
purpose of those experiments was to check whether differences in the buffer zones
locations exist due to increase of the distance from every particular.
The buffer zones were created by the following manner:
1. The system deals with each and every pixel in the flora grid layer, in the workspace.
2. In case flora value exists in the pixel, the system checks in the data table the 3

following parameters:
One. The coordinates of the pixel’s center (columns X and Y in the table)
Two. The red number of the particular (The Red_num column in the table)
Three. To which one of the ten floras type the pixel pertinent.

3. After the identification of these parameters, the system turns to the look up table, in
which the buffer distance that has to be created for every species according to its red
number is specified. For example:
In case that a certain pixel includes flora of type T (Planerophyte) and the red number
of that species is 80, the system will create a buffer zone in the range of 150 meters, as
marked in the following table:

Type Red_num Distance
H 90 200
T 80 150
A 110 300
A 60 50

4. After the identification of the desired distance, the system will create a circle in the
given range around the pixel and all the pixels in that area will receive the red value of
that pixel.

It is important to mark that this kind of table ranking enables to change the two
main parameters influencing the buffer zones. Hence, the red number and the buffer
desired range accordingly.

The process consisted of several stages in each a different algorithm was used:
Maximum – this algorithm checks the red value of each and every one of the pixels. In
every pixel only the highest red value will be taken even for a single particular.
Count – In this algorithm the value of the pixel is determined by the number of buffer
zone it overlaps. This Data indicates the variety of the flora for each pixel (Biodiversity).
Sum – This algorithm calculates the sum of red values for each and every pixel. At this
stage a circle is created – a buffer zone, around each pixel according to the range and red
value. Every pixel within the range receives the red value. In case the buffer zones of the
different particulars overlap, the red value is determined as the sum of all the red values
contributed by each and every particular.
Average – An algorithm in which the product grid of stage 3 (Sum) is divided by the
product grid of stage 2 (Count). This value indicates the average red value in every pixel.
The distances that were determined for every red value are common to all flora types in the
layer.



The Minimal conservation range was set to 10 meters by the size of the pixel set as 5X5
meters.

In the research two tables were built with long and short buffer ranges for every red
value. The purpose of the different distances is to observe the connection between
algorithm execution with different buffer ranges and the location of sensitivity areas in the
product layers.

Every algorithm of the described above was executed twice. Once with short buffer
ranges and once with long. In sequence, the overlapping between different sensitivity areas
set by every algorithm will be tested in accordance with both of the range tables. Likewise,
The areas with the sensitivity peaks will be tested in order to verify if there is an overlap in
the peak areas.

Creating different ranks in order to create flora conservation hierarchy –
After executing the various algorithms, rank values for each and every grid can be defined.
That is to say, the range of conservation values to which we affiliate every area cell to one
of three or four desired conservation levels.

An additional advantage to the Geographic Information System is the option of
defining several conservation levels to the user’s will. Hence, it is possible to decide on the
different values that will be the ranks of a certain conservation level.

Results
The researched area, sized 15X13 kilometers, was transformed into a grid in which all
pixels represent area cells of size 5X5 meters each. All in all the researched area is
consisted of 7,800,000 pixels.

The buffer zones built for the flora layer includes 1,463,758 pixels, which are
18.77% of all the pixels of the layer, in the short-range algorithms. In the long-ranges
algorithms the buffer zones includes a quantity of 3,583,412 pixels, which are 46% of all
the pixels of the layer. The rest of the pixels both of short and long ranges received the
value of 0.

All mentioned above does not include the Average algorithm products. This
algorithm, which is the product of two other algorithms, also includes the same quantity of
pixels with values larger than 0, but in case a ranking operation was performed in which
one of the divisive is 0, the cell received the value “No Data”.

The Maximum Algorithm

The value ranges in this algorithm, was identical and ranged between 0 and 110.
This range is actually the range of the red values of the layer. It is obvious, that there are a
few concentrations of high maximum values.

The main regions are at: Peqiin ridge in the area east of Peqiin; The area of the
river intersection Hiram stream and Kziv stream, at the foot of Zvul mountain in the area
called Habis; the area of Meiron mountain peak and Bar-Yohay mountain; the south-east
area of the reservation in the region of Kfir mountain and Hillel mountain; the area of Beit-



Jan village, in the southern part of the reservation and the area of Shazor mountain near
Harashim settlement.

It important to point out that the central area of the reservation contains almost no
maximum values.

As for the region itself, a sensitivity line can be observed over the country
watershed, in the eastern part of the reservation from Kfir Mountain in the south. It can be
seen that out of the reservation the large sensitivity areas are located in the north-east part
of the researched area in the region of Dalton plateau, and in the northern part in the region
of Adir mountain and the Pa’ar cave.
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The Summarize Algorithm

The range of values sum in this algorithm, is from 0 to 7,715. From the results of
this process it can be observed, that there are some sensitive areas in the area of the
reservation. The region of Meiron mountain peak, The region of Kfir mountain in the
south-east area of the reservation, the northern part of the Peqiin ridge, the region of Beit-
Jan village and Shazor mountain in the south-west part of the reservation near the
community settlement of Harashim.

Out of the reservation there are two concentrations of areas with high red values:
the region of Dalton’s plateau in the north-east part of the researched area and the region of
the Pa’ar cave and Adir mountain located north of Kibbutz Sasa, in the northern part of the
researched area.

The three-dimensional models enable us to observe the intensity of sensitivity,
quantitatively, in a clearer way. This presentation enables us to notice the hidden quantities
in the maps, as a result of hue limitation, the size of the pixels and angle.
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The Count Algorithm

This algorithm counts the number of buffer zones that “touched” every pixel. In the
product grid, every area cell receives that value. The process actually shows the diversity
of the buffer zones in each area cell. The range of values in the experiment ranges form 0
to 704. The meaning is the at least one pixel did not “touch” any buffer zone, and on the
other hand there is at least one pixel common to every 704 different buffer zones.

The main concentrations in the reservation area were located in these regions:
Hillel mountain, The peak of Meiron mountain and Neria mountain, the upper part of the
west mandatory trail and the south-west part of the reservation and the region of the
Harashim settlement. Out of the reservation, there is a concentration in the region of the
Pa’ar cave near Sasa, and further north, between Ein Tzoarim and Ein Godrim near the
Lebanese border.

In the three-dimensional models the location of the sensitive areas it can be seen
clearly. It is almost impossible to notice The sensitive areas by observing this algorithm
product maps. it can be observed that the sensitivity areas in this algorithm are taking much
smaller regions. The quantity of pixels in the sensitivity areas is smaller in comparison to
the previous algorithms.
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The Average Algorithm

In this algorithm the Summarize algorithm grid was divided by the Count algorithm
grid in order to create an average value grid in every area cell (Summarize/Count =
Average). For example: a cell value is 100 in the Maximum grid divided by a cell value of
50 in the Count grid will produce a cell value of 2 in the Average cell. The values in this
grid range from 0 to 100. In this product, most of the area (6,336,252 pixels out of
7,800,00 that are 81% of all the pixels of the layer), received the value of “No Data”.
Those pixels were painted gray over the area relief in order to present them more clearly
and for this reason the product layer was not presented in a three dimensional model.

The high values concentration inside the reservation area, are located in these areas:
the region of Meiron Mountain and Yohay Mountain, Hillel Mountain and Kfir Mountain
in the south-east part of the reservation, the center of the reservation, the region of Peqiin
ridge and Peqiin village. Outside the reservation there are a few concentrations of high
values near the Pa’ar cave, Adir Mountain, in the northern part of the researched area and
in the region of Dalton plateau in the north-east part of the researched area.



Selection of the suitable algorithm
The testing process

At this stage it was tested whether there is an accommodation between the location
of the high rank of the algorithms and the location of rare plants. In order to decide which
is the algorithm that will produce the best results, it was decided to work with vector
layers. The various grid layers of the algorithms: Maximum, Average, Count, Summarize
were transformed into polygonal vector layers. In the specific layer of the flora, the items
selected were the flora particulars with red value greater than 70 (195 particulars that are
0.7% of the whole flora layer). Out of those selected it was probed for the percentage of
those in the high rank range (“peaks”) in each and every algorithm.

Reservation Boundary

Algorithm Summarize Peaks

Algorithm Maximum Peaks

Algorithm Average Peaks

Algorithm Count Peaks



1. The Summarize algorithm
In this algorithm, in which the values range form 0 to 7715, the high rank was

established in red value greater than 1000. In a cut made between peaks and the flora
particulars with red value greater than 70, it was found that 69 particulars (35.4%) are in
the high rank range. The reason for that result can be explained by the fact that the area
generated in a cut between two buffer zones, actually receives the sum of the values
from both areas, and growing farther from the location of the rare particular.

2. The Count algorithm
In this algorithm, in which the values range from 0 to 704, the peak’s rank

beginning was set at red value greater than 150. In a cut made between the peaks and
the flora layer particulars with red value greater than 70, it was found that 30
particulars (15.4%) are in the high rank area. The reason for that result is also because
in an area generated in a cut between two buffer zones the area cells in it are common
to both buffer zones, while the area cell in which the rare plant is located belongs to a
single buffer zone.

3. The Maximum algorithm
In this algorithm, in which the values range from 0 to 110, the low peak rank was

set to red value greater than 70. In a cut made between peaks and flora particulars with
red value greater than 70, it was found that 195 particulars (100%) are in the high rank
area. This due to the fact that the buffer zones of the sensitive plants in which the area
cells receives the high values, cannot be diverted unless there is an area cell close to
them with higher red value.

4. The Average algorithm
In this algorithm, in which the values range from 0 to 100, the high rank is set to values
greater than 70. In a cut made between the peaks and the flora particulars with red
value greater than 70, it was found that 16 particulars (8.2%) are in the high rank area.
In this algorithm the symmetry is the lowest one and this is due to the fact that the
deviations of the Summarize and Count algorithms are drawing farther the location of
the high values form the location of the rare plants itself.

Summary

An observation of the results of the statistic test shows that the Maximum algorithm
represents at the most accurate manner the location of the rare plants. It is imperative to
emphasize that this algorithm is the most rigorous one because the location of the buffer
zones with the high red value are set according to the location of the rare plants only.
These sensitivity areas are not affected by the location of near by plants and are established
as sensitive even on the basis of the presence of one rare particular!



The testing of methods for the classification of sensitivity hierarchy in the flora layer

The ranking of the various grids is predestined to test the definition of the
conservation areas hierarchy according to different ranking methods. The grids were
mostly divided into five groups according to different ranks (except ranking by log, as will
be detailed henceforth). One group that always appears when working with grids is the
group containing all those pixels with no data (“No Data”). It is important to point out that
not all grids contain such pixels.

A second group contains all the pixels with the value of 0. This value is irrelevant
in for conservation areas hierarchy. The remaining three groups were divided in other
methods. In the product maps, the order of importance in the hierarchy is an upscale, i.e.
the group with the lower values is the one with lower conservation level and the group with
the higher values is the one with the higher conservation level.

Ranks by log

In this method, the log of the values in each algorithm divided the grid results into
three groups (including the “No Data” group. In this ranking area cells with red value of 0
are also included. The purpose of this ranking is to show an objective and arithmetic
ranking without any environmental or any other considerations. The decision to include in
that ranking the value of 0 emanates of the thought that all of the researched area should be
classified to some sensitivity level. The algorithm results, divided into groups that are
separate in approximate size of one. The rational of this divided is that groups that
segregated one from each other in approximate size, can be arithmetically significant
separated.

The Maximum algorithm

In the ranking product of this algorithm, it can be seen clearly that there are two
dominant colors. The red color represent high sensitivity level and the yellow color
represents low sensitivity level. The two colors dominate almost all the researched area and
there is no areas colored with green, which represents the intermediate sensitivity level. In
the researched area there are 5,367 pixels in this sensitivity level out of the 7,800,00 total
of the layer and that is why they assimilated in the two other sensitivity levels. It can be
observed that a large part of the red area cells appeared in previous rankings in the
intermediate sensitivity level. The reason for that is the fact that this algorithm shows a cell
by the highest sensitivity level for each pixel based on even a single particular with high
sensitivity.



Ranks based on the red values of the layer

This method of ranking regards the whole of the 20 red values of the flora layer, that is
from 1 to 10 in single value interval and from 10 to 110 in 10 values interval. This method
in fact separates the “red number” assigned by ROTEM from the “red number” assigned
for the purpose of this work.

In this method we will divide the grid into 4 groups by the Maximum algorithm and
into 3 groups by the Average algorithms, according to the red values of the flora layer, in
each algorithm.

Two experiments were done with this method in different rankings of the layer’s
red values. In both rankings one group is the “red values” group assigned for the purpose
of this work, and the other one is the group of “red values” assigned by ROTEM.

Rank into 0 – 10 – 30 – 110

The Maximum algorithm

In the product of this ranking one can clearly notice the area cells of high
sensitivity level, located in a similar way to the log ranking. The large concentration are
located among the regions: Meiron Mountain and its salient to the north-west, Hillel
Mountain and Kfir Mountain in the south-east part of the reservation, Beit Jan village,
Shazor Mountain and a large concentration in the Peqiin ridge. In this ranking there is a
small amount of area cells with a secondary importance level (11-30). The sensitivity level
of the third importance consists of only 5,711 area cells and therefore assimilates in the
map. Most of the area cells are of 0 values which is regarded as irrelevant to the ranking
process.

0

10 - 1

110 - 11

No Data



Rank into 0 – 10 – 60 – 110

 The Maximum algorithm

In this method, the amount of secondary importance level (11-60) is almost twice
the amount of area cells with the first one (61-110). The large concentrations of high
sensitivity are located at: Hillel Mountain, Kfir Mountain, Beit- Jan, The Peqiin ridge. A
large quantity of area cells of the first level of importance in the previous ranking, are now
of the secondary importance level. There are 5,711 third importance level area cells,
exactly as the previous ranking.
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Rank by accumulated red values in each algorithm

In this method, the quantity of red values was divided into 4 groups. The ranking is
also based on arithmetic operation only, without taking other elements into account.

The Maximum algorithm

In this algorithm, large amount of area cells of the high sensitivity level (51-110)
can be observed. The regions containing a concentration of those values are: Meiron
Mountain, Kfir and Hillel Mountains, The Beit Jan village, Shazor Mountain, The Peqiin
village, Peqiin ridge and the region of Habis located near the joint of Kziv and Hiram
streams in the area of Hurfeish village. The lower sensitivity level, counting 5,091 area
cells, is assimilated and cannot be noticed on the map.
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Rank by Region Growing.

This ranking is into 3 groups without any particular method. The rank setting was
made after several tries of random rankings.

The Maximum algorithm

In this algorithm, most of the area cells are of high sensitivity level. This level’s
biggest concentration is located inter alia in the region of the Kfir and Hillel Mountain and
also on the Peqiin ridge. There are 5,091 area cells of the lowest sensitivity level of a
redundant figure that assimilates in the mapping.

10 - 0

60 - 11

110 - 61

No Data



Conclusions

Since it is impossible to establish quantitatively, and hard to rank the quality of the
ranking, a decision was made to do the final hierarchy as a combination of part of the
ranking methods, in access to hardware. For example: it will be enough for an area cell to
be established as untouchable by only one method, in order to be one.

It was decided that two ranking methods ill not be in use: 1. Ranking by log;
2. The Region growing ranking method. In the log ranking, the amount of area cells of the
intermediate conservation level in all algorithms as very low and almost did not came into
expression in the hierarchy. This ranking option is possible, but its results in this research
are not contributing to the hierarchy establishment. The Region growing ranking was
weighted because its results, from the aspect of the number of pixels for each conservation
level, and the location of the various sensitivity levels, appears already in other ranking
methods.

The ranking methods weighted are:
1. Ranks based on the red values of the layer
2. Rank into 0 – 10 – 30 – 110
3. Rank into 0 – 10 – 60 – 110

In the layer combining the results of the various ranking methods, it was established that
each area cell would get the highest value it has from all methods.

The sensitivity levels in the various ranking methods received conservation area
hierarchy from 1 to 4, with level 1 represents an area irrelevant to the conservation rank,
and 4 being the highest level of conservation.

In that amalgamated layer there are no area cell with  “No Data” values. In this
layer in can be seen that, as predicted, all high sensitivity values concentrations also



appear. There are a few salient concentration: Meiron Mountain and the neighboring peaks,
Hillel Mountain and the Kfir Mountain up to the region of the Beit- Jan village, the region
of Shazor Mountain and the Harashim settlement in the south-west part of the reservation,
the region of Peqiin village and the ridge located east of it and the joint between Kziv and
Hiram streams, near the village of Hurfeish.

The incorporation of details in the final ranking method

The purpose of this stage is to incorporate all the region with identical conservation
level and of distances of no more than 20 meters between them. That is, in order to create a
sequence of areas with the same conservation level. The joining points between the various
concentrations appears generally as a narrow corridor, a fact that in the future will make it
easier to delimit the sensitive areas and deal with it.

Non relevant area

Low sensitivity level

Mediocre sensitivity level

High sensitivity level



On the map of the sensitivity ranking incorporation, it can be observed that to main
sequences of high sensitivity level appears. One is actually surrounding all of the eastern
part of the reservation, from the narrow stripe starts at Rama village on the southern part of
the researched area, via the Beit- Jan village in the direction of Kfir and Hillel Mountains
on the national watershed, and from there north to the Meiron Mountain. From there, there
sequence connects to the direction f Adir Mountain and Pa’ar cave, and even further north
to the direction of Ein Godrim in the highest northern part of the reservation. The second
sequence, a shorter one, Begins at the southern part of the researched area in the region of
Hod Mountain, Shazor Mountain and the Harashim settlement, from there it continues
north on the Peqiin ridge up to the joint of Kziv and Hiram streams. Out of the area of the
reservation there are a few concentrations of high sensitivity areas. Most of those areas are
located in the eastern part of the researched area. These regions are located at the northern
region of The Bar’am forest and the “Gush Halav”-.Dishon stream further east in the
region of Dalton plateau joint, south of the Meiron-Amudd streams joint, further south in
the direction of the Kfar Shamai, Sheffer and Amirim settlements.

The areas of the second of importance sensitivity level are generally located next to
the most sensitive areas, except two isolated concentrations. The first is located at the
center of the reservation, in the region of Ein Sartaba and the second is located in the
northeast region out of the reservation near the Sifsufa settlement.
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